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Flying The Chair
Sitting here at my desk in Fairfax, Virginia, the

end of April, and looking out my window at an abso-
lutely clear day, blue skies, and temperatures in the
mid-70s, I can't help wonder what I'm doing here when
I should be out riding.

The last weekend was motorcycle weekend with
cleaning and polishing of my regular motorcycle on
Saturday, and then on Sunday afternoon finally deter-
mining I had a broken sidecar axle on my Motorvation.
Looks like a sidecar off frame job to repair. So, after the
column today I guess Motorvation will get a FAX from
me asking what I need for parts to repair.

Better news is that we have, as you saw in the last
SIDECARIST, a new person handling our parapherna-
lia. Dave Sasenick is a long time sidecarist and he,
Joyce, and I attended the Sidecar Safety Program
instructor course in Illinois, together almost 10 years
ago. Dave and I have talked together and are very
interested in expanding our paraphernalia line if we can
get some idea of what members might buy. Send your
ideas to Dave or me and let us work on them.

I received a letter this weekend that I have
reprinted in its entirety. it concerns the Ride for Kids,
the activity that is held nation-wide to raise money for
Pediatric Brain Tumor patients in support of the
Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation of the United States.
The reason I'm mentioning this is that sidecars make
excellent, very visible means of transportation for these
kids at the various events held around the country.
What a way to support a good cause and promote our
sport at the same time. Two years ago, I was fortunate
enough to carry one of the kids in my rig as we did the
run in Columbia, Maryland. It's one of those rare
events that simply makes you feel good and provides
that sense of accomplishment that we all sometimes
need. Anyway, here is the letter:
4-6-01, Dear Jim,

I am in charge of transportation for the kids at the
Ride for Kids this year. Have been doing this for many
years. Since the Honda Hoot will not be in Asheville
this year, it will be difficult to get sidecars. We only
have one sidecar in our area that I am aware of. If
possible, please send me some names of people that
may be willing to take a kid on a ride. I will need six to
eight sidecars.

Any help that you can give will be greatly
appreciated. Thanks,

Bill Newell, PO Box 728, Enka, NC 28728

So, there you are. A good cause and a person
needing support from us. The date for the Asheville
ride is 26 August. Anyone out there that can help?
FYI, there are other rides in other areas.
Here is the list:
15 July - Northbrook, IL.
22 July - St. Paul, MN.
28 July - Marysville, OH.
05 August - Harriman, NY.
19 August - North Oxford, MA.
26 August - Asheville, NC.
26 August - Ann Arbor, MI.
09 September - Enumclaw, WA.
16 September - Columbia, MD.
07 October - Sacramento, CA.
21 October - Phoenix, AZ.
04 November - Dunnellon, FL.

Plenty of opportunities here for all of us to
participate and the need for sidecars is every-place.
These fine folks, with the support of motorcycle riders
around the country, have earned millions of dollars and
turned this non-profit effort into one of the major
sources of non-government funding for research.

As you know by now, the National Rally is here.
If you did not get your reservations in on time, don't
despair. We are having special day rates if you can only
show up for a day or, as we usually do, as long as there
are campsites left, we will accommodate everyone we
can. I hope we've seen you there.

AMA is having a tremendous several weeks of
events this year, just after our rally. Attend if you can
and remember your club is an affiliate of the AMA.

Don't know that I have much more for right now.
One of our members is representing us at Americade
this year. If you went I hope you saw the USCA banner
and the first use of our new tri-fold advertising/mem-
bership applications.

That's it. Stay well and drive your rigs safely.
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Lean-out
Riding season is here, or at least the planned runs have

started, whether riding weather is here or not in the Northwest
(and some refer to it as the NorthWET).

May 19th was the second poker run in three weeks,
this one sponsored by the Pacific County A.B.A.T.E. group
and the weather radio said we should have morning clouds,
afternoon clearing and no rain. And like a fool, I went outside,
looked around and believed them. Got out the leathers and as
I was putting on my chaps, gave a slight thought to some of
my rain gear and threw some of it in the top box, but didn't
figure I'd need it.

It was 39/40° when I hit the road at 7:00a.m. I esti-
mated I had about 116 miles to go to the start at Artic,
Washington, but I figured I could shave some miles off of that
on some back roads, and have time for some breakfast when
I got out to Raymond, about 16 miles short of Artic.

This was also the first organized run the new Liberty
rig would go on and the back roads would give me more time
to get used to how it handled, before trying to ride with a
group.

So off we went on some of my "Ural roads", running
from Longview, Washington, up to Vader, Pe Ell and out
toward Raymond, bike thermometer hovering around the 40°
mark the entire way, but no rain... until I was a few miles
short of Raymond.

Well rats. Quite a bit of drizzle out that close to the
coast. I headed into the McDonalds, thawed out a bit, then
rode over to the first gas station and topped off the tank... only
80 miles out from the barn... the shortcut had shaved off
about 10-15 miles.

As I was pulling the rig out of the station, three other
bikes went by, so I tagged along behind them as we headed
over the hills toward Artic, each high point of hills squeezing
more moisture out of the clouds.

Covering those miles, I had to reflect that I hadn't been
over that stretch of US101 since the summer of 1971, on my
Norton 750 Commando Roadster, heading from Canada
toward southern California.

Quite a few bikes were parked at the Artic Tavern by
the time our little group pulled in. And over the course of the
next hour, a lot more showed up... and the drizzle turned to
rain. Hmmm? Was this going to last? Should I get serious
with more rain gear? Naw... nobody else was putting on

anything over their leathers. However, since I hate getting my
glasses wet, I did take the precaution of putting on my Scott
goggles.

[As I type this, the fan has been going all night to dry
out my boots and jacket, and the other gear is hung up and
spread out in the garage along with the new dirty rig.]

In typical Washington A.B.A.T.E. poker run style, we
all sloshed off down the road in one big group, nobody but
the leaders knowing where the first stop would be. Ulti-
mately, the leaders and bolder riders gained a lead on those
who have a bit more respect for slick roads and figure those
in front of our pack are riding fast enough, with of course, the
impatient riders behind us roaring on around to go catch up
with the lead pack.

First poker hand stop was at a tavern in South Bend,
second hand was at a tavern in Bay Center, third a tavern in
Naselle, fourth a tavern in Chinook and the final hand was
dealt in (you guessed it) a tavern in Ilwaco... giving a new
meaning to the term "TT rider" (tavern to tavern). And the
rain was with us for most of the ride to Chinook, teasing us
occasionally to partially stop when we weren't riding,
drawing a poker hand.

Several of us had been standing outside that final
tavern in Ilwaco, when I guess they started announcing poker
hand winners and drawing for door prizes, and everyone filed
inside. Well, I knew with my luck I wasn't going to win
anything, so noting the fact that some blue sky was actually
showing here and there, I fired up the rig and started the 70+
mile ride home.

That late afternoon ride up the north shore of the
Columbia River turned out to be the best of the day, tempera-
tures up into the 50s, no rain and mostly sun. I was debating
whether I could make it back to the barn on that tank, and
watching the fuel needle drop toward the reserve mark,
pushing past 150 miles, when I rode into Cathlamet... the last
gas for the next 25 miles... and decided to gas the rig. And a
good thing. It figured out to just about be on reserve and gave
me a second check on what the touring range will be on the
outfit.
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S/TEP
S/TEPing Out
By Dave Wendell

GENERAL INFO.

The S/TEP Instructor Prep course held in Seattle
in March, successfully graduated several new instruc-
tors from various areas of the U.S. and Canada.

A few currently certified instructors showed up to
get updated to the new curriculum and help us give it a
test run. I'm pleased to announce that almost everything
went perfectly. We found a few things that needed
minor revisions (which will be completed before the
Instructor Prep course in Minnesota), and one or two
items that will work better in a stand-alone Advanced
S/TEP course, rather than the Novice S/TEP course.

One thing that did work out VERY well was the
recently developed Skills Test for the Novice course. It
is now the final range event in the new curriculum. The
Skills Test is a chance for Novice students to prove
they've acquired the requisite skills to safely operate a
3-wheeler on the street. It evaluates student perfor-
mance in four critical areas of 3-wheeled handling
dynamics, and provides a component of the Novice
course that many state programs felt S/TEP training
was lacking until now.

South Carolina state motorcycle safety coordina-
tor and S/TEP Instructor Ross McClellan, is still
working out the details of a joint North Carolina/South
Carolina Instructor Prep to be held in October. He has
developed a new 3-wheeled riding test for the SC
DMV, and I'm planning on assisting him in doing the
training for DMV examiners in early June. Let's hope
he and John Stokes (NC coordinator) are able to work
things out so that S/TEP training will be available in
those two states before the end of the year.

The Minnesota Motorcycle Safety Center has
acquired their training rigs and they are ready to
implement S/TEP courses in the state program there,
this summer. MMSC Training Coordinator and S/TEP
Instructor Jim Blow, recently demonstrated the differ-
ent handling characteristics of sidecars to his MSF
Instructors at their annual update, and generated some
serious interest in 3-wheelers among his 2-wheeled
Instructors. (Any of us could have told them how
addictive sidecaring is, now couldn't we?)

That interest and addiction can wane however,
without constant exposure. If we want to see S/TEP
training implemented in more areas, we need to
constantly remind our state motorcycle safety coordina-
tors that there is a demand for it. If S/TEP training isn't
available in your area, call your state coordinator today
and ask why not!

INSTRUCTOR INFO.

Much to my surprise, S/TEP Chief Instructor Vic
Hari showed up at the March IP, and was duly indoctri-
nated into the new curriculum. This means that three of
the four current Chief Instructors are up to speed and
ready to begin updating the rest of you. Now the
pressure is on me to fix the items we found that needed
improvement during that IP. The new Student Hand-
book is complete and we used it in the March IP.
Feedback from the students in that class was very
positive towards the design and content. The range card
corrections are complete and the new cards should be
back from the printer soon. I completed the text
corrections to the Instructor Guide just today (4/17) and
sent them off to our graphics department for formatting
and the necessary preparations prior to printing.

As I mentioned above, three of the four Chief
Instructors are now ready to begin using the new
curriculum. That only leaves Chief Instructor Cundiff
Simmons of Virginia. If all goes as planned, he will be
updated to the new curriculum in early June. The new
material should be ready by then, and we should have a
schedule of regional updates posted on the website.

Unfortunately, commitments here in the great
northwest will probably prevent me from attending this
year's USCA National Rally. However, I look forward
to meeting as many of you as possible at those regional
updates I will be personally conducting this year.

As always, if you have questions or need infor-
mation please contact me at: Evergreen Safety Council,
401 Pontius Ave. N., Seattle, WA 98109. 800-521-
0778 - office, (360)4345221 cellular, or dave@esc.org.
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Rally
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Rally..
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Everything Else..
Deadlines
DEADLINE ISSUE
05 Sep.'00 Nov-Dec. 2000

06 Nov.'00 Jan-Feb. 2001

08 Jan.'01 Mar-Apr. 2001

05 May '01 May-Jun. 2001

01 May '01 Jul-Aug. 2001

25 Jun.'01 Sep-Oct. 2001

03 Sep.'01 Nov-Dec. 2001

05 Nov.'01 Jan-Feb. 2002

POP DREYER BOOK.
There is now a book in print about the

legendary Pop Dreyer. The book is: They Called
Him Pop. The Floyd "Pop" Dreyer  Story, by
grandson Mike Dreyer.

Many collectors will want this book in their
library. The book chronicles the life of Floyd
Dreyer, the sidecar racer. Read about his life as a
sidecar racer, race car builder, motorcycle retailer
and sidecar builder. 236 pages, hardcover, with
over 200 photos.

The book is now available for a limited time
through the USCA bookstore. The price is $45.45
plus shipping and handling. Check out the order
form on the back cover.
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Rally
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Shop
NORTHWEST SIDECAR

By Judy Cook
It's been a while since you've heard from us

at Northwest Sidecar. Since we are not on line
and in no rush to be, we're still sending our mail
the old fashioned way. I read in Jim Cain's
column, in the January issue of THE SIDECAR-
IST, that a question and answer column is being
formed for all those people like us who aren't on
line. It will be interesting to see the response to
the new column.

Here at Northwest Sidecar, we spend a lot
of time on the telephone and in our shop, with
people eager for sidecaring information. We can
answer most of their questions but it's nice to be
able to direct them to other sources. We like to
give copies of the USCA membership page to
anyone looking for sidecar publications.

Our year 2000 went well with a busy Spring
and Summer at our shop. It's always such a good
feeling to see how happy people are with their
newly set up sidecar rigs. I'm usually on hand
with the camera ready. Even though we were
mostly working during the hotter Summer days,
our Northwest Fall and Winter have been mild,
so we did get in some local rides. This is such a
beautiful area with endless possibilities for day
trips on secondary roads, ranging from beaches,
to country roads, to winding roads through
woods with interesting stopping off places in
between. With the sidecar, there's room for a
sack of fresh corn or some treasure picked up at a
roadside stand. It's all part of the fun.

In September, we went on the Oyster Run,
which is the largest one-day motorcycling event
in the Northwest, with well over 20,000 partici-
pants. It starts in north Everett, and goes from
Mhrysville to Anacortes, Washington. Lonnie
and I have been going on this run for about 15
years and we always enjoy it. This rally provides
an excellent opportunity to show off sidecars to a
large group of mostly two wheel riders. We're
beginning to see more sidecars every year and
more people are attending from surrounding
islands, nearby states and Canada.

Lonnie and Judy Cook with their turbo Road
King/Motorvation Spyder outfit.

Lonnie and I took our current sidecar rig, a
1995 turbocharged Road King with a Motorva-
tion H-D Spyder, on our traditional New Years
Day outing on January 1, 2001. Later in January,
Lonnie had lower back surgery and he's improv-
ing every day. He likes to work and he likes to
ride so I really hope he's feeling fit soon.

Our shop is a Velorex and CMC dealership
and we stock a variety of those models and
others, including occasional trade-ins, which we
refurbish. We usually have at least one or two
display models of cycle/sidecar outfits on hand.
Sometimes people just like to stop by and get
ideas, look at photos,or pick up informational
handouts. We hope to maintain a good balance of
installation, fabrication and service. We also
offer after-sale technical support for the do-it-
yourselfers.
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Shop..

Some people are buying
sidecars that have never even
ridden a motorcycle. They're
making a complete lifestyle
change and loving it. They take
the riding class, get

the license and they're on
the road. Some experienced
riders buy out of a need for
stability or due to physical
limitations. Either way, it's a
people friendly sport for all.

Lonnie and I have met so
many interesting people of all
ages, at our shop, on the phone,
and on our rides. We are cur-
rently planning our next road
trip and looking forward to
another busy Summer.

NORTHWEST SIDECAR..

Lonnie setting up 562 America Model Velorex chair.

Dawn and Lloyd Seibert,who bought our 1200H-D/U2 outfit.

Lonnie and mother, Eloise, with FLHS/U2 Classic.
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Rally

By Jack Zollars
This was the 28th annual Brass Monkey

Rally, held in Ocotillo Wells, California. Ocotillo
Wells is in the Borrego Springs State Park area,
west of the Salton Sea. We were very lucky to
find accommodations at the "Leapin' Lizard R.V.
Ranch" in Ocotillo Wells. Extremely clean and
quiet and our hosts Dedorah and Seigfried
Traviss were wonderful to us. Clean restrooms
with wonderful showers, flowers on the sinks
and clean clean clean. Any cyclist in the area
looking for a very nice place to camp or R.V.
with full hookups will enjoy the Leapin' Lizard.

We had in attendance 12 sidecar rigs and
eight solo bikes, and two in R.V.s and three in
quadraboxes, a total of 31 hardy souls.

As co-host and scouter of this camp-site, I
arrived on Thrusday, February 15, in my van with
Helix/California rig on trailer with tables and
chairs, tarps, paper work, etc., and set up camp at

LEAPIN' LIZARD - 28th ANNUAL BRASS MONKEY

Jake Jacobs, up from Baja.

the entrance to the first time used, tenting area.
Siegfried and Dedorah, graded, cleaned, set up
trash cans, etc., for us and when I left on Monday
they thought they would continue the tent sites as
we were a good group.

Friday, February 16, brought the arrivals
that I had been waiting on and the fun began. We
had many, many different rigs and all who
attended had a good time (won't talk about
Sunday afternoon and night just yet). Some of us
rode 35 miles west to Julian, for some apple pie
and ice cream. Some of us toured around the
Salton Sea and a few went into Borrego Springs
to sight see.

Saturday, February 17, was when all of the
sight seeing occurred other than the ride into the
Rally and the ride home. Saturday at about
6:00p.m. as everyone was preparing dinner, I
developed a very bad case of ??food poison-
ing??. I was caressing the second throne in the
rest room off and on until 2:00a.m.
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Sunday found most of the
folks setting off for home and I
dragged myself out of bed and
bid them all farewell. Sunday
night we went to the restaurant
and had a wonderful meal and
were treated by Dave Tenpenny.
Thanks again Dave. Dave has
been the Rally host for many
years and I have been his co-
host for about the last eight
years.

Sunday afternoon as
people were exploring the
surroundings and in general
having a good time, about 2:00
the WIND came up and blew a
couple of tents over and in
general made a mess of the
camp-ground. John Miller of
Kingman, Arizona, and I,
managed to nail down the few
tents and drop the shades and
tarps. We had two awnings, one
was John Miller's and the other
provided by Leapin' Lizard.
Thanks to them, the sign-in area
had nice shade when needed.

On Sunday, as Dave and I
discussed the next location for
the 2002 Rally, Karen Rodgers
from Phoenix, suggested the
River Isle area just north of
Parker Dam, Arizona. Dave,
always a master of delegating,
asked Karen to scout it out and
let us know. Currently, in 2002,
the Brass Monkey Rally will be
at River Isle, north of Parker
Dam, Arizona. Keep reading
these pages for any changes that
may occur.

Rally..
28th ANNUAL BRASS MONKEY..

Frank Lee trying out the Helix rig.

Dave Tenpenny's BMW/Steib combo,

Karen Rodgers BMW with the flamingo adorned campsite of
Greg and Mike Ruggles and Jim and Kathy with wild gas

engine powered blender,
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Rally..
28th ANNUAL BRASS MONKEY..

Those in attendance were:

John and Alice Miller,
Motorhome from Kingman,
AZ.

Gerhard Frank and his Mrs.
(didn't get to meet her as I
was sick), Motorhome with
'84 BMWR80/California II
with his invention for steer-
ing.

Frank Fiosenza with son Frank,
KLR-650 from El Centro,
CA... a big THANK YOU to
Frank for his help and fire-
wood.

Wayne Marsula, van from
Escondido, CA.

Bill McKinney, EX500/Califor-
nia Companion, from WA,
wintering in Yuma.

Jimmy Billesbach, Ural combo,
from WA, wintering in
Yuma.

Jake Jacobs, '58 BMW/Ural
from Mulege, Baja Califor-
nia, riding up as he always
does (Monkey will be at
Jake's in 2004).

Frank and Marcia Lee, Valkyrie
1500/Motorvation I that's
been changed to a type II
with opening nose, and tent
trailer from Kingman, AZ.

Jim and Nancy Murphy,
GL1500/Motorvation II with
tent trailer from Kingman,
AZ, and Jim makes the best
peach cobbler!!!!

Frank Fiosenza with son Frank and father Frank up from El
Centro with a KLR650,

Verne Calvert's Harley and Phil Frederico's GL1200 at their
campsite... Phil swears that was one big boulder before Verne

parked his idling Hog next to it.
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Rally..
28th ANNUAL BRASS MONKEY..

The Fiosenza family, at right, watch Jake unload goodies
from his hack.

Phil Frederico, GL1200 from
Anaheim, CA.

Joe Russo and Sherry, BMW
K100 from Tucson, AZ.

Verne Calvert, Harley from
Fullerton, CA.

Pete Bollier, GL1100 from
Brisbane, CA.

Mike Bollier, new Triumph
(sorry, didn't get model)
from Brisbane, CA.

Karen Rodgers, solo BMW in
pink and black from Phoe-
nix, AZ.

Dave Tenpenny, Bnd/Steib
from Tucson, AZ.

Greg and Mike Ruggles,
BMW? Ural? and tent trailer
with flamingos from CA.

Jim and Kathy, BMW/EML
and tent trailer with flamin-
gos plus wild gas engine
powered blender from CA.

Ed Hall, pickup from CA. Ron
Vulgamott, BMW from
Tucson, AZ.

Mike Stirling, BMW/Ural
from Tucson, AZ.

Bob Horsch, BMW R1100S
from Tucson, AZ.

Three BMWs came from
Tucson but didn't sign in or
stay. The Zollars camp and sign-in area for the Brass Monkey Rally
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Outfits
SIDECAR STORY

By Delbert W. Whaley
What happened? A few years ago I met a real fine

gal who has and does now attend the University of
Northern Colorado. We had several things in common
which make for an enjoyable relationship. One thing
we did not share is my love for motorcycles. Since she
has a physical handicap there was every excuse why
she could not ride with me. We thought of ways that
would work but not many ideas seemed real and
practical. Then an old idea came to light. How about
getting a sidecar for my motorcycle?

We found a sidecar company in northwest Iowa,
that just might have a very workable product. In May
of 1998, we made the trip to visit Motorvation Engi-
neering in Sibley, Iowa. What nice people who seemed
very concerned but confident that they could meet our
need. The product was finished in October of 1998. We
were excited knowing that the flip nose and the large
rear luggage rack would make this unit handicap
accessible. We have looked at a lot ofsidecars since,
and we have found nothing that will work as well as
this sidecar. She flew to Kansas City in October, where
I met her at the airport with my 1993 Kawasaki Vulcan
1500 and new Formula II sidecar. We then rode it all
the way back home to Greeley, Colorado.

I was especially pleased because she was so
enthused about riding in this rig. Our expectations had
been met about the sidecar, it worked perfectly for her.
There was some disappointment that I found while she
could find none. The sidecar was perfect for her but the
handling ability of the unit was quite a challenge. I did
a lot of research and study on what made a good
sidecar unit, calling people all over the country and
even overseas. I read two sidecar magazines, HACK'D
and THE SIDECARIST, and called upon experts in the
field. I owe special thanks to people like: Dave, Doug
and Mary at Motorvation, to the Johnson's from Illinois
(sidecarists for 50 years), to Kurt Liebhaber of
Waterman, Illinois (a sidecar pro in installation and
extremely knowledgeable), to Doug McCraken who
gave me a lot of good information and did my special
wheel. Many people in our newly forming Colorado
Sidecar Club gave me good advice and encourage-
ment. Sidecar people are truly special and unique, so
many unmentioned have been friendly and helpful to
us. What a great experience to feel so special yourself
while riding with a sidecar unit; you wave, many smile,
stare, and wave back, after all: this is an unusual sight.
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Outfits..
SIDECAR STORY..A new unit! The new unit

came together the summer of 2000.
This one is our idea of a special
sidecar rig. A 2000 SE Honda
Goldwing with the matching
Formula II Motorvation sidecar.
Now this one really handles well
around corners, starting and
stopping, and at high speeds. We
love it. The first test came in
October 2000, when it went to
Cape Canaveral, in a round about
way, distancing a total of 4,820
miles. Summer of 2001, we plan to
attend the Mariposa Sidecar Rally
in California, going by way of
Oregon, and returning through
Nevada and Utah. The hopes and
plans for many long distance trips
are in the works. We plan to pull a
trailer and do some camping too.
Our motorcycling plans are not
very handicapped. I am thankful to
Linda for being as excited about
this adventure as I am.

Fully Equipped: I like to do
the talking about all of this but the
truth is I want you to contact the
certain people who put this together
for me.

The motorcycle: The last year
of the GL1500, an SE with CB, lots
of radio and tape deck, two tone
paint, driving lights and extra
goodies. Contact your local Honda
dealer or a used motorcycle dealer-
ship and the newspaper classifieds.

The sidecar: Equipped with
electric lean (so that the unit will
not pull to the right), individual
brake for the sidecar, a flip nose so
that it is easily handicap accessible,
a large luggage rack on rear to carry
a wheelchair. Great styling and
good looks, goes good with
Goldwings. From Motorvation

Engineering, 941 4th Ave.,
Sibley, IA 51249. 1-800-305-
3664. www.motorvation.com.

The machined car wheel: The
Goldwing has a special wheel
made for it so that a car tire can be
used. This saves a great deal on cost
and wear of tires and constant
changing. Contact A Wing & A
Chair, Douglas McCraken, 8805
Morgan Mill Rd., Monroe, NC
28110. (704)758-4475.

The Extra Fuel Cell: Sidecars
take more gas, the extra fuel cell
will allow me to continue on the go
an extra 100 miles or so. The fuel
cell is located in the lower right
luggage compartment. Motorvation
has one which fits under the
Formula II, allowing you to use the
right compartment which also
makes it a lot easier when changing
tires. My fuel cell came from:
Champion Sidecars, 7442
Mountjoy Dr., Huntington Beach,
CA 92648. 1-800-875-0949.

The Unit Forks: Sidecars can
be tricky to handle as was my first
unit. The Goldwing itself made a
huge difference in handling,
providing more power and more
size and weight to control the
sidecar. Unit forks installed, made
for great but sensitive handling. I do
highly recommend them. There are
other options but I am glad I
purchased these. Contact Unit
Sidecars Ltd., Wethersfield Rd.,
Sible HEDINGHAM, Essex C09
3LB ENGLAND. Phone/FAX
.+44(0)1787461000.

www.unitsidecars.co.uk.

Communication in Sidecar: I
wired the sidecar so that it too has
CB, intercom and radio, we do so
enjoy this. You can find the equip-
ment through Honda dealerships or
contact me for more information.
Delbert W. Whaley, 1339 51st Ave.,
Greeley, CO 80634. (970)353-
9068.

E-mail dwwhaley49juno.com.

Let me know if I can help you.
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By Carl Poerschke
I still hate to write, but it was such a kick to

see my last note published in your magazine, I'll
try it again even though I'd rather be riding.

Alaska Trip Three, 6-23-2000 to 8-24-2000,
13,241 miles. Had been there in 1988, Mum plus
me on solo 1200, and again last year with 1500/
Calif. S.C. and Mum on her miserable Beemer
1100RT. Same setup this year but with five tires
strapped on the GW. The Wing was showing 90
thou, howling in 3rd + 4th and making metal in
the filter, but I figured good for another 10. The
three year old BMW pushing 80 thou pretty hard
-- had finally figured the ABS wouldn't work
because the BMW charging system couldn't deal
with good heavy American battery -- had to go
back to $90 BMW original equipment. Replaced
all swingarm bearings (2nd time), brake rotor
bushings (3rd time) and made spacer bushing to
keep steering joint from sliding around in front
swingarm, straightened both wheels and rebuilt
the windshield motor. It was all ready to go, just
waiting till my back was turned before breaking
something else.

THE POERSCHKE CHRONICLES

We were going to Alaska, second year in a
row to meet son #2 and do some back packing on
Kodiak Island -- he was doing the Brooks Range
solo in June (the bears up there are always
hungry because all they have to eat are flowers
and hikers) and meeting us in Anchorage in July.

We got started two days and 10 hours late.
How many seasoned travelers start a 4,000 mile
trip at 5:00p.m. After many years experience, we
have streamlined our routine of confusion,
indecision and delay to reach this state of pre-
paredness. Stopped to see two sets of old friends
(15 minutes each) and got half way across Ohio
from western Pennsylvania the first day. Almost
a record first day for us.

After all my badmouthing the BMW, it was
the Goldwing that quit first -- along back roads
in Michigan -- had to pull alternator to free stuck
brush, at least it wasn't raining. Installed automo-
bile volt meter next day. Four more days of
dawdling through back roads of Michigan and
Minnesota, and the BMW final drive started
pouring gear lube on wheel. Had changed gear

Steep hill, soft hill - near Labrador City
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THE POERSCHKE CHRONICLES..

lube to Mobil synthetic, so
drained it and refilled it with
plain G.O. and leak stopped.

Declared shotgun and
slugs at Canadian Border
(scared of bears) with no
problem, but they confiscated
Mums pepper spray. We camp
off road mostly, and occasion-
ally see bears and read of bear/
camper joint picnics so we feel
better with the gun.

Stopped in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada, to get our
recently overhauled Collett
helmet radios repaired again.
They don't work very well but
they always fix them free.

Seven days to Fairbanks,
rained five days, four nights,
but not steady. Passed Mt.
McKinley for sixth time in two
years -- still couldn't see it. Son
passed it one day later, it was
perfectly clear. Mountain peak
is 40 miles away, but you have
to look up at 45° angle to see it.
Met son in Anchorage, decided
on sea kayak trip due to high
cost of air fare to islands.
Picked up kayak in Whittier,
Alaska. very interesting history
-picked by military in WWII as
sub base due to 300+ days
cloud coverage yearly. Bored
underwater entrance into
mountain at end of 10 mile long
fiord, one mile wide and one
mile deep. They had to bore
three mile long R.R. tunnel
through Chugash Mountain
range for surface access. Indian Ghost Lake, Labrador

Bent front wheel - west of Goose Bay
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When we pushed off from kayak dock, we
could see Columbia Glaciers 10 miles away. Two
hours later it was raining and couldn't see front
of boat. Camped on sand spit at foot of moun-
tains for four days of steady rain -- no visibility.
Mum had stayed in Anchorage to do local tour-
ing by herself. Decided to take day long glacier
tour boat. Rode Beemer through R.R. tunnel.
This was the first year that vehicle traffic was
allowed through tunnel, one way at a time, on
wet steel plates between R.R. tracks. Even in
son's pickup, the ventilator tunnel fans every
thousand yards would blow the truck around.
Mum caught tour boat after passing area where
son and I were camped in rain, Prince George
Sound cleared up and she had wonderful trip
seeing exploding glaciers falling in water, etc.
Had son and I known this, we would have
paddled through rain because this is what we had
planned to spend a week seeing.

Heading back out of Alaska, we decided to
check out Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.
Changed GW rear tire in Ft. Nelson, British
Columbia, headed up Liard Highway. Saw three
ton woods buffalo. Local man told us not to
drive through dust clouds on road. Buffalo would
cause dust clouds and would total pickup truck
on impact, then walk away. We got pictures by
parking Mums bike way past buffalo, and riding
GW back past, snapping photos on the move.

Crossing Mackenzie River on ferry, the last
200 miles to Yellowknife, is bad dirt, desolate.
You crest a ridge, a city full of sky scrapers, big
airports and boat harbors appears all at once.
Unbelievable. We tried to drum up a boat to take
both bikes 700-800 miles down the Mackenzie
River to Inuvik, on the Beaufort Sea, but no luck.
I'm working on a plan to build a small water
propulsion unit to be powered by the Goldwing,
build the boat out of styrofoam and local (bought
there) lumber and do our own down river trip
(two months).

Fixed a flat and a broken saddlebag mount
on the BMW and headed for Goose Bay, 5,000
miles away. It isn't really that far, but by the time
we took some side trips to Flin

Flon, James Bay, etc., got lost a few times,
that was the speedo reading. We had planned on
going straight back home from Alaska, but Mum
hates housework and this would delay it three to
four weeks so it was a logical thing.

Flin Flon was interesting -- built on solid
rock to mine gold two to three miles straight
down -- everything is above ground, water
mains, sewer and power lines are in insulated
pipes overhead, fuel and septic tanks are above
ground with signal lights on them so the travel-
ing city "honey truck" can stop and pump them
out before they over flow. Still, it was a nice
clean happy looking city.

Ran through three days of rain across
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. The Goldwing
started running poor. Fuel filter element was
coated with a tar like substance that dried like
paint. I run regular gas in the GW and hi test in
BMW, so BMW was OK. Camped in gravel pit
to do oil changes and BMW valves, air filter, etc.
Bought two more rear tires in Winnipeg to
replace the spares we had used. Goldwing was
getting heavy due to picking up load of binder
chain, tow hooks and clevis' that would fall off
heavy trucks. Got weighed at 1,800 lb. plus, so
when we got to Baie Comeau, Quebec, I stashed
my heavy stuff to avoid carrying it over the 700
mile dead end road to Goose Bay.

The road was paved first 100 miles or so,
then dirt. This was the second year it was open
all the way. the newer parts were rougher than
the old. Like they just blasted through the moun-
tains, pushed them into the valleys, and if the
bulldozers could get over it, that was good
enough. Some of the older parts were still just
old mine access roads to the R.R. They would
make U-turns around mud holes and big rocks
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and would cross narrow, deep gullies with no fill
or bridges. Sort of like the washes you have to
watch our for when crossing the southwest
deserts on a fast off road bike.

Along the way we saw some of the world's
longest, highest dams. The power they produce
required cables that looked as thick as your body,
hung from towers by insulators that looked like
bridges 100 feet long by 30-40 feet thick. There
was a lot of heavy truck traffic. They had a long
way to go and no speed limit. Also no rain for
several weeks, so lots of dust, no wind. After a
truck passed, we might be grounded for minutes.
The BMW headlight quit, found the dimmer
switch plugged with dust. Then the starter quit,
again dust packed in the switch. Got a rock
caught between the sidecar frame and wheel, bent
the rim and put a 1-1/2-inch gash in the sidewall
right at the bead. I carry a full carton (100) of the
tire repair donuts that you push through the hole
with a special tool, using the tire cement as a
lube. I put almost three packs (five each) in to
seal. It made a lump as big as a golf ball, but it
held 250 miles to Goose Bay

At one place we saw a huge pile of leg
bones and hooves. Later, a local told me the area
natives were able to shoot the caribou for subsis-
tence. They would spot the migrating herds by
air, then converge on the spot where the caribou
would cross the road and shoot and butcher
hundreds of the caribou right there.

We were used to hearing coyotes when
camped at night, but never as many as close as
during nights along this road. Also it was the first
time we knew we were hearing wolves. defi-
nitely a difference. Chills through our bodies and
visions of ghosts and gore. One night on full
moon we heard noises around the bikes (when
possible while camping in bear country, we keep
tent 40-50 yards from bikes carrying groceries
and the campfire, never have food in tent or even
go in tent right after eating or in clothes we've
eaten in). Looking out of the tent we saw several

Touring..
THE POERSCHKE CHRONICLES..

foxes circling the bikes. They were trying to look
into the sidecar without getting too close by
standing straight up on back legs, balancing on
their long bushy tails.

When we got to Goose Bay, there were no
145/13 tires for the sidecar anywhere. Finally
found an old, bald, dry rot cracked tire on an old
VW rim at the local Volkswagen dealer/junk
yard, but it was an all steel radial tubeless and it
held air, so I figured it would get back to where I
could get a new one.

Heading for home from Goose Bay, back
the same way we came up, the GW started to
bottom out rear suspension very hard, even with
higher than allowed air pressure. Found left
shock had lost all oil. Then felt front tire go flat
and before got stopped hit rock that bent rim. We
had not been running any faster than 30 mph and
had low pressure in tires to relieve some of the
shuddering on the suspension. There was no hole
or damage to front tire, but one side of the rim
was bent so bad it wouldn't allow bead to seal.
Removed wheel and started beating on rim with
rocks. My two pound hammer wouldn't budge it,
but that good hard 15 pound Canadian gravel got
it back into shape, but still leaked. I tried to seal
it with a rubber base glue but it started leaking
after a few miles. Finally cleaned up the tire and
rim real good with solvent, roughed them up
with a file and glued tire to rim with two part
epoxy, letting it dry overnight before putting air
in. This required extensive engineering to get
that side of tire seated on  bead with no air
pressure. Another day along I noted bad cuts on
BMW tires. We camped on lake way off road to
change BMW tires and as it started to get light in
a.m. I saw the lake surface covered with thick
fog only three to four feet off water, and as I
watched, some slight disturbance or air current
would cause a quick swirl of fog leaving a still,
narrow column of fog six to eight feet high.
More chills up the spine. We named it "Indian
Ghost Lake".
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Got tire work done, but with 150 miles to
civilization, the GW started acting up again. I'd
been cleaning air filters daily due to dust. The
BMW's was easy because you could flex the
pleats and brush dirt out, but the design of the
GW filter, all you could do was bang it on
something or blow it out with air pressure. The
deep narrow pleats were plugged 2/3rds of
depth. It was down to 10 miles per gallon and
fouling plugs and we were carrying our own gas
and I didn't dare run without the filter. When we
got back to the main road, there was a small
Honda dealer, but all he sold were dirt bikes and
ATVs. He didn't have a shock, but could have
one the next day. He didn't have an air filter,
acted like he sold one every day. Two more days
and back in the States. The last a.m. on the road,
300 miles from home I find a big cut in center
tread of GW rear. Used my last spare.

A few weeks at home and mum loaded # 3
son, his furniture and her Beemer into a rental
truck and moved him to Las Vegas, then by
herself biked to San Diego and hit all the kids
from there through Albuquerque, New Orleans
and Nashville. I guess four more months of
"togetherness" would have been pushing it.

I loaded up the Ural to head for the Califor-
nia Sidecar plant, recently relocated to Virginia.
They had 1500 GW shocks and wheels removed
for trike conversions, sold cheap. I needed the
shock and I wanted to try to splice a narrowed 15
inch aluminum car rim to my GW rear hub to get
better tire life.

Doing the pre trip maintenance on the Ural,
at 1:00a.m. as usual, I found the needles out of
the inboard U-joint sidewheel shaft. Had enough
little drill bits around to shorten and back to-
gether by 3:00a.m. Who said I wouldn't make a
good Russian. It made the trip to Virginia so well
I decided to try upstate New York, and clocked
1,600 backroad miles without any problems
except a valve clearance check. When I got home
I found some farm machine joints that fit, but
while tightening up the two bolts that hold U-
joint yoke to sun gear flange, I cracked the
flange. Welded and machined and back together,
I gave it a true test by going across a frozen,
snow covered plowed field to see if the repair
would hold. It did, but the ring and pinion didn't.

Like my daddy used to say, "You can make
it fool proof, but you can't make it idiot proof".
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By Bob Anderson, Photos: B. Davis.
Back on Feb. 23, 2001, there had been an

interesting article in the paper about Riffe Reser-
voir being down about 121 feet below level and
how an old "ghost town" had been uncovered, as
well as a rapids or waterfall on a stream. That's
about a 60 mile drive from Rainier, OR, up to
US12 and east toward Morton, on the Cowlitz
River which flows into the Columbia at
Longview-Kelso, WA... about across from
Rainier, OR. So I got curious and drove up to
take a look-see.

Old US12 used to come up through the bed
of the reservoir through two towns, Riffe and
Kosmos. Riffe is still covered but it was Kosmos
I wanted to see. After a lot of wrong searching, I
finally took the turn off for old US12, drove out
to the barrier and parked, then walked out toward
the receding lake and deep ravines where old
streams used to be. It took a while for it to sink
in but I was walking right through Kosmos!

OLD KOSMOS REVEALED

The foreground is a high and dry boat launch
ramp, aimed right at the Kosmos town site,

across the gully. The thin straight line beyond,
is old U512, which ran through Kosmos.

Bents are all that is left of the railroad that crossed Rainy Creek at Kosmos.
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The town had come
to life in 1904 but was
raised in the 1960s when
the dam was built... the
only thing being left,
was side streets off of
the bed of old US12,
with slabs where build-
ing used to be and an
occasional pipe or
something sticking up
out of the ground.

There had been 200
residents by 1950, with
a post office, locker
plant, cafe and two
general stores. Kosmos
Timber Company had
come into being in
1936, and housed 500
employees in company
buildings that housed
eight men each.

Old maps denote a
railroad came in from
Morton, and I first
spotted the bridge bents,
before I realized the
town was there. A bit to
the west of town, the old
US12 cement bridge lies
broken and twisted
across Rainey Creek,
usually hidden by water
and crossed unknow-
ingly by fishermen in
boats.

The dry Winter of
2000-2001, is to blame
for the lowered reservoir
level, but at the same
time it provided an
interesting glimpse into
a past that has not been
seen for most of four
decades.

The Old US Highway 12 bridge across Rainy Creek, just west of the
Kosmos town site, not seen for most of four decades, looks like a

wreckage scene from Planet Of The Apes.

Touring..
OLD KOSMOS REVEALED..

The editor does his best Roddy McDowel with the Ural rig.
Photos: B. Davis.
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By Jack Fassel
It's been a long time since I did it. I mean,

by myself - with my own. I wasn't even looking
to do it, but in a moment of drunken weakness,
under the dark skies around a roaring campfire,
Jay and Tara Giese of Tacoma, boldly stated that
they'd help me do it. Their offer was too good to
refuse. So the following morning, after the
September "Ears Across the Border" sidecar
event in Concrete, Washington, I followed them
down to Dauntless Motors to see if I really
wanted to do it. After all, it had been over six
years since I did it.

While riding down there (in between Eric
Clapton ringing in my helmet speakers), I kept
wondering, could I still handle it -- would it
come back as if I've never stopped. I mean, I
started in 1981, and mounted many a one since
then -- even took one to Europe -- and if I did
remember how to do it, would I still like it?

We finally arrived at Dauntless (taking a
very creative set of roads to get there) and I
assisted Jay in getting her out of the trailer. She
didn't look that great from the outside. Her
windshield was really scratched and she only ran
on three cylinders, but now there, like any blind
date, I had to take her out for a spin. I liked it! I
remembered. She kicked and bucked, but like
any 15 year old that's been neglected, she could
run better with a little TLC. I was interested. The
price was right. The deal was mentally done.

A few weeks later, Jay and Tara met me
along 1-5 south of Tacoma, where we exchanged
paper and I hobbled off home to Portland, on
three cylinders. On the ride down (because
there's no radio on this '86 Concours) I couldn't
help but notice a number of details that I missed
during the first introduction.

(1) The sidecar, a Motorvation Formula II, was
the exact model with torsion bar/handle that I
was so familiar with back then when working
with Jim Sontag.

(2) She handled really nice with flat tread tires all
around -- oops, there goes the sidecar wheel's
hub cap.

(3) Wonder what really is the problem with this
4th cylinder? Could it be caused by something
simple -- naw, otherwise Jay would have fixed
it -- which means, it's probably something
"bad".

I pulled into the driveway and into the
garage where adequate space was previously
made. Debbie (aka, the wife of 26 years) ap-
proved of the purchase (which is remarkable
since she still gives me grief about my 9mm
conceal, carry weapon). Little did she know at
that time, that I'd spend every available free
moment improving the 90,000 mile rig -- but
what else is there to do in Portland during the
winter? One can only go to so many hockey
games, and it gets dark at 4:00p.m. - might as
well be in the garage working on the bike.

I never really had a project bike (I'm not
counting the constant seven years of grief that the
Harley gave me) so this was a first for me. I
didn't have any time pressure, still had the K-
bike for rides, had ample dollars (which history
will document was a good thing), and I wanted to
get my hands dirty again. I figured I would
document the "rebuild" with photos and send
them off to Bob Anderson, who is always look-
ing for material. I did take photos, many, but you
don't see any. Why? During one of those
struggles between rusted bolts and patience, I
managed to drop the Canon A-1, crushing the
case, and the roll of film is still stuck inside.

Besides the lack of photos, and the "this is
going to be fun" attitude, the first thing I had to
attack was the properly running motor. I stripped
down the fairing work, removed the seat and gas
tank, and discovered that cylinder #2 was the bad
one.

Outfits
BORN AGAIN
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Upon further investigation, the plug cable to
the coil was held together with electrical tape (in
fact, the entire bike and sidecar connection was
held together with electrical tape), the plug itself
was broken (darn, did I do that or was it already
like that?) and the plug's bottom was covered
with "gook". Oh-oh; the head's broke!

In reality, here's the repairs (not in any particular
order):

(1) New coils and plug wires,

(2) New plugs,

(3) Replace oil/filter,

(4) Trashed the blasted OEM air filter box and
replaced with four K&Ns,

(5) Rebuilt all four carbs, bouncing between
main jets and finally settling on #130s,

(6) Adjusted valves: seven were out,

(7) Sync'd, balanced, tweaked carbs (if you've
never done this, don't),

(8) New-used windshield (courtesy of the Inter-
net),

(9) Removed about 900 feet of electrical tape and
replaced with heatshrink and tie wraps,

Outfits..
BORN AGAIN..

(10) Replace sidecar wheel,

(11) put in gas -- ride!

I wish I had pictures of the tale, but like
they say, reality is worth a thousand pictures. So
reality is, that I've been reborn again. The third
wheel is something that I've missed and the rally
schedule is set for this summer (and Debbie's
even agreed to come along). Now if I can only
figure out why the insurance company is charg-
ing me more for the '86 Concours than my '93
K1100LT? Ah, who cares. I'm 25 again.
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Coming Events
Event listings should be sent to: USCA Coming Events, P.O. Box 132, Rainier, OR 97048-0132.

Mail your event listing in advance of the listed deadline to assure inclusion. We can't include your
event unless we know about it and have the listing on time. Rally organizers for general interest
motorcycle rallies (non sidecar rallies) should specify if specific events and awards are included for
attending sidecars. If not, these are the first listings that get dropped if space gets tight.
=========================================================================
July 4-10, 2001, Holiday Rally, Kragero, 200 km (120 mi.) southwest of Oslo, Norway Info:Sigurdur Bjarnason,

Lobergsalleen 1, N-5037, Norway. tlf+47 55 29 08 08. e-mail sigurdur.bjarnason@ capgemini.no.

July 12-16, 2001, United Sidecar Association 2001 Sidecar Rally, Kentucky Horsepark, Lexington, Kentucky.
Adults $30/35 member/ non-member pre-registration by June 1st. $5 more at gate. Kids over 15 $12. Camping
$16 per night. Info: John and Jean Kennedy, 1648 Donelwal Dr., Lexington, KY 40511. (606) 389-6786
evenings, (606) 323-6097 daytime. e-mail; mjkenn00@pop.uky.edu

July 18, 2001, Ride to Work Day, Everywhere.

July 19-22, 2001, Bigfoot Sidecar Club Rendezvous, Rosalie, Washington. 30 miles south of Spokane. Spon-
sored by Studebaker Manufacturing and Rosalia Chamber of Commerce. Info: Jay Scholz (888)297-6686.

August 3-6, 2001, Canadian Sidecar Owners Club National Rally, West Montrose Family Camp, West Montrose,
Ontario, Canada. CSOC adult fee after 7/1 $35, non member $40, children 6-16 $12. Info: Donna Rogers, 16
Norbert Place, Kitchner, Ontario, Canada N2K 1E6. (519) 576-1933.

August 6-12, 2001, Black Hills Rally and Races, Sturgis, South Dakota. Info: (605) 347-4986.

August, 17-19, 2001, Keystone Sidecar Group Kampout. Kalyumet Campground, Cook Forest, Pennsylvania.
Preregistration by August 6, $35 each, driver and passengers, children under 12 free. Info: KSG, Harry Walter,
(412)963-8327.

August 31-September 3, 2001, Kootenay Kampout, Mirror Lake, British Columbia, Canada, 5 km south of
Kaslo. Info: Bigfoot Sidecar Club, 6115 216th St., RR11, Langley, B.C. V2Y 2N6 CANADA (604)534-6473.

September 14-15, 2001, Hoosier Hacks 15th Annual So Long Summer Sidecar Campout. Muscatuck County
Park, North Vernon, Indiana. Info: Fred Hunteman, (317)831-8105.

September, 21-22, 2001, Autumn Rally, Hemsedal, between Oslo and Bergen, Norway. Info: Sigurdur Bjarnason,
Lobergsalleen 1, N-5037, Norway. tlf+47 55 29 08 08. e-mail sigurdur.bjarnason@capgemini.no.

September 21-23, 2001,Ears Across the Border, Timberline Campground, Concrete, WA Info: Bigfoot Sidecar
Club, 6115 216th St., RR11, Langley, B.C. V2Y 2N6 CANADA (604)534-6473.

September 22-23, 2001, Northern Illinois Sidecarists Annual Mississippi Palisades Campout. Info: Bob Saxer,
704 E. Cedar Ave., St. Charles, IL 60174. (630)584-0548.

October 5-7, 2001, 10th Annual HACK'D Invitational, Buckhannon, West Virginia. $25 registration fee. Pre-
registration by September 1, 2001, to: HACK'D, P.O. Box 813, Buckhannon, WV 26201. (304)472-6146.

October 20-21, 2001, 30th Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, Los Angeles, CA. Info: Doug Bingham (818)780-5542.

December 1, 2001, Bigfoot Christmas Dinner Party. Info: Joan and Barry Baldwin (604)531-5160.

December 9, 2001, N.I.S. Christmas Party, Harners, North Aurora, IL. Info: Northern Illinois Sidecarists, Ron
Gardner (815)476-0327.
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Classifieds
Classified advertisers should use the classi-

fied ad form, Using the ad form gives an ad 150
characters and spaces, and the advertiser name,
address and phone number are included for free.

Ads just typed on a sheet of paper, usually
tend to run close to double length, and are re-
turned to either be edited to space by the adver-
tiser, or for additional payment.

1st Time Ads
For Sale:
1999 Ural Tourist w/sidecar & full windscreen.

1800 miles. Garaged in Phoenix, Arizona area.
Asking $6,000. (847)623-5340;www.bbaley@
hotmail.com. Bernadette Baley, Executor of
the estate of Bruce D. Stuart, 3435 Country
Club Ave., Gurnee, IL 60031.

1986 Cal. II Guzzi Friendship II sidecar color
matched black, 22,000 miles, excellent condi-
tion, all original equipment, $5,995. Call Iver
1-(207)743-7703. Iver Carlson, 76 Pleasant
St., Norway, ME 04268.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
1994 BMW K75 w/2000 Velorex 562E sidecar

color matched - mystic red "a truly pristine
outfit" asking $7,995.00 or offer. Carl F.
Perry, 521 Second St., Lincoln, IL 62656.
(217)732-8433.

2000 Kawasaki Nomad FI black purple, 600
miles, chrome lite bar, back rest, Champion
Escort sidecar,  $17,500. David Gunn, 2621
Green River Rd., PIP 105-130, Corona, CA
92882. (909)7350195.

Hitch-Hiker sidecar universal-mounts new tire &
shock conv.top side curtains, seat belt, carpet
& tonneau cov. needs paint to match your bike
$995.00 Del. possible. Carl F. Perry, 521
Second St., Lincoln, IL 62656. (217)732-8433.

1983 BMW R8ORT leading link front end
Hollandia Sidecar Krauser bags 24,000 miles,
many extras + all original equip $6,300.00.
SASE for pic.
CMORRON@HOTMAIL.COM. Ron Knight,
16015 132nd Ave., Nunica, MI 49448
(616)847-6963.

California Sidecar, large size, excellent condi-
tion, black. $1,000.00 firm. South Florida. Al
Bradice, 96 S. River Rd., Stuart, FL 34996.
(561)2882404.
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Classified Form

DEADLINE ISSUE           .
11 Mar.1996 May-Jun 1996
06 May 1996 Jul-Aug 1996
01 Jul  1996 Sep-Oct 1996
09 Sep 1996 Nov-Dec 1996
11 Nov 1996 Jan-Feb 1997
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